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In fall 2014, I lived for two-and-a-half months with a small, Evangelical Christian community in 

Greatham, England, called L'Abri (French for "the shelter"). The L'Abri Fellowship in Greatham is one of 

eight such communities which have been established around the world and grew, like the rest, out of the 

pioneering ministerial efforts of Francis and Edith Schaeffer. 

 

Although I was at L'Abri for only ten weeks in my senior year of college, I was transformed by my 

experiences there. Deep wounds began to be healed and confusions clarified; the spiritual life as 

fundamentally a relational life with God, others, and even myself began to open like never before, as 

concepts of faith became lived realities. 

 

I experienced challenges, of course, understanding for the first time key 

differences in belief, from a Christian perspective, between the Christian and 

Unificationist worldviews, and carry fundamental questions of faith that arose 

from my time there even now, almost four years later. Principal among these is 

the question of the replicability of L'Abri as a model of spiritual community. 

 

Were there spiritual principles at work in the structure, practices, and functions 

of L'Abri that allowed it to so deeply touch not only my heart and life but the 

hearts and lives of many others? Could these principles be applied in another 

context, for instance, either an extant or a potential Unification faith 

community? 

 

My time at L'Abri and other experiences in the last few years have convinced me of the value of having 

the home serve as the hub or basis of ministry, as well as True Father's prescience when he attempted to 

initiate the home church providence in the Unification Movement over 40 years ago. 

 

I don't think that the work of L'Abri fully answers the question of how Unification members should 

proceed with home church today. But I do think the current relevance of their work reveals a need and an 

entry point for the renewal of this kind of ministry 

 

An Unusually Ordinary Evangelical Community 

 

When I first left for L'Abri, I had little sense of what the experience would entail. I had heard about 

L'Abri like most others who have walked through the doors of its various branches around the world, by 

word of mouth, since L'Abri has eschewed any formal advertising about their work. 

 

I would learn soon after arriving that life at L'Abri was disarmingly practical and logistically predictable. 
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Half of each day was spent in personal study. "Students," as we visitors were called, were each assigned a 

tutor from among the workers shortly after our arrival. We would meet once a week to discuss life and 

any pressing questions we might have; and on the basis of our conversations, our tutors would 

recommend different avenues of study for us to consider, ranging from readings among the Christian 

classics to audio recordings of lectures given at L'Abri over the years, stored in a digital archive. Whether 

or not these avenues were pursued was totally up to us, so our studies unfolded week by week according 

to personal inclination, community wisdom, conversation, and prayer. 

 

The other half of each day was spent doing any number of chores needed around the Manor House, in 

which most of the students and workers lived, or the adjoining domiciles on the property. The evening 

schedule varied day to day but was consistent week to week. On Tuesdays and Fridays, we all gathered 

together in the slightly makeshift communal study area for formal lectures. The Tuesday lectures were 

private. Friday lectures were open to the public. Mondays and Saturdays were free evenings. On 

Wednesday evenings, we would watch and then discuss a film together. Our Thursdays were free, 

allowing us to travel around and tour England. And Sundays were sabbath days in the traditional sense, 

with services in the morning at any of a number of local churches. 

 

Eating meals together was a key element of community life. For most dinners and all lunches, the 

students were divided into smaller groups of about 10-12 people. We had "formal lunches" every day of 

the week but Thursday: a time to discuss a single question, usually of faith, though any question was a 

feasible basis for discussion. Dinner conversations were usually more open-ended and informal. 

 

 
A lecture at the L'Abri branch in Switzerland 

 

Students could stay for as little as an afternoon to as long as three months in this manner, adding a layer 

of transience to this otherwise constant -- though never static -- community dynamic. 

 

Slowly and subtly, in this ordinary, though perhaps unusually intentional, daily life, I noticed a change in 

my mood and spirit. It was more than just getting used to the lifestyle and people there: I felt I was being 

revived from a kind of spiritual death or sleep that for many years I had been oblivious to. It was like 

undergoing an inner reconciliation of self. The ideas we discussed were restoring clarity to my mind and 

renewing a confidence that something real exists beyond myself -- a confidence that had begun to erode 

amid the relativistic tropes of contemporary culture. I was experiencing, in L'Abri terms, "substantial 

healing," which was so surprising to me because that had not been my intention in going to L'Abri, and 

because I had never anticipated the possibility of genuine healing in the context of any faith community 

but my own. 

 

This genuine surprise and experience of substantial healing was in many ways the source of my curiosity 

about vital community and its significance as a context for the cultivation of authentic faith. It was hard to 

comprehend what I was experiencing at L'Abri because I was so wholly unprepared for it at the time, but 

the experience was undeniable and its positive effects lasted in my life longer than any comparable 

experiences I had had in Unification faith settings. And because I did not become a Christian at L'Abri, by 

L'Abri's definition of the term, I began to wonder to what extent my experience of healing was 



 

 

intrinsically tied to the Christian faith and to what extent it pointed to extrinsic principles by which vital 

community could be built in another religious context. 

 

Of course, L'Abri considers its work innately Christian. It's important to acknowledge the centrality of 

theology to the L'Abri Fellowship. But L'Abri is not preoccupied merely with the assertion or 

proclamation of correct doctrine. The fellowship is also committed to a practical expression of the 

Christian faith, to sanctification and a flourishing Christian life: a growth in spiritual maturity that finds 

greater outward expression in one's actions and choices over time. 

 

There are many ways in which this practical aspect of the fellowship's work could be described, but I 

believe the theme which encompasses most of these is L'Abri's commitment to hospitality. The key idea is 

that of "welcoming the stranger," the stranger being those who are somehow displaced or alienated as 

well as those whom we do not know. When we invite the stranger to join us in our daily life and at our 

table we are "dramatizing the Gospel in a very concrete way" because in welcoming the weary stranger, 

we are also welcoming Christ. 

 

L'Abri's commitment to hospitality shone through in their endeavors simply to create beauty and offer 

warmth in their homes, to whatever extent they could. The creative life, expressed in the care we take in 

preparing meals, in candles lit on the dinner table, tasteful table linens, furniture chosen and placed for 

connection and conversation, geraniums on the window sills and roses growing over the walls -- all these 

simple things represented a significant part of the restorative quality of life at L'Abri; the care of the 

environment in which we lived translating into a sense of care for the soul. 

 

As a Unificationist observer of L'Abri, I think there is a universal layer in their work. Though unable to 

speak to the truth claims of any one religion over another, I think these higher-order principles of 

behavior and belief are paramount to vital community, and worth observing. 

 

 
One of several desks set up in a makeshift study area at the English L'Abri community. A tape recorder 

sits on the table, which some students use to listen to lectures from L'Abri's archives, though most used 

their phones to access lectures during the author's stay (author's photo). 

 

Thoughts on Home Church 

 

The heyday of the home church providence in the Unification Movement during the late 1970s and early 

1980s had passed long before I was born, so I have no memory of that era in the movement. I have only 

heard stories about how harrowing the experience of trying to serve a neighborhood of 360 homes in New 

York City could be. I also don't know much about the education or training that may have been given to 

accomplish home church. 

 

However, I think it's worth noting that the forefront of the providence seems to have returned to the level 

of the family, the home, and the neighborhood in recent years, with True Mother's revival of the idea of 

tribal messiahship, a concept closely related to home church. 

 

Most recently, True Mother's call to tribal messiahship has often been translated into action as officiating 

the Unification Church's Blessing Ceremony for 430 couples, who, she recently clarified, are in turn 

expected to bless 430 couples. 

 



 

 

I happen to know several of the first couples in America who have accomplished the first step in this 

monumental task of tribal messiahship; they are now returning to the 430 couples and families they 

blessed with a heart to communicate more about the significance of the Blessing and the identity of the 

True Parents who have made the receipt of the Blessing possible. 

 

In discussing home church, therefore, it is not my intention to disparage the work of these courageous 

brothers and sisters who have put themselves out there in faith and worked hard to fulfill True Parents' 

directions to the movement at this time. But as these tribal messiah couples are only now beginning the 

process of educating their tribe after giving the Blessing, I sometimes wonder if a crucial step was missed 

in the tribal messiahship process: and that step would be the step of home church. 

 

At different stages in our lives, I believe most of us find ourselves searching for home: for a vital, 

authentic community where we find a sense of belonging. I experienced this sense of belonging and 

home, surprisingly, at L'Abri, while sitting at table with strangers and friends, sharing food, faith and life 

together. My experience suggests that whatever the religious context, a relational, hospitable life 

somehow satiates our immediate longing for home; meaning that a Unification home church ministry, 

based around the kitchen table, family life, and the word, might do much to satiate that longing today. 

 

For me, the question of what will satiate our deeper, ultimate longings for community, highlighted by 

L'Abri in the idea that all human persons are strangers to God, others, and themselves due to the Fall, 

remains unanswered. When faced with genuine secularism, genuine Christianity, and genuine 

Unificationist belief, it's hard to say which one has a better or truer answer. 

 

But I do think the most successful movement in the years to come will be the one in which relational life, 

strengthened through genuine hospitality, will win the hearts of future generations suffering from the 

anomie of postmodern culture and technological takeover. If my disaffected generation is going to be won 

over, it will be through substantive relationships, especially substantive relationships of faith. Here, 

L'Abri provides an important caveat to the overeager tribal messiah: a time of substance must be preceded 

by a time of prayer before the God "who is really there" and who takes an active interest in our efforts to 

build His kingdom and seek His righteousness. 

 

And so, despite our differences, L'Abri's activity and success suggest the continuing relevance of the 

provision of home to the wearied stranger; and perhaps a value in Unification members renewing the 

initiative of home church as a foundation for their tribal messiahship. 

 

 

Mi Young Eaton enjoys exploring the intersection of faith and reality, as well as that of art and 

truth. An aspiring author, she works hard to write what she believes to be true. Now that she 

finished the daunting task of writing her master's thesis, from which this article is adapted, you 

will soon be able to read more of her musings here. 

 

Photo at top: L'Abri guests at their Swiss community, 2012. 

 

 


